Breast Milk Management

Breast Milk Management is a Cerner application that will allow you to manage the administration of breast milk with the value of scanning to safeguard correct identification of the baby and milk. This user guide will show you how to complete the workflow using the following buttons. See Table of Contents for more details.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Print Labels—p. 2</td>
<td>Administer Bottles – p. 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Receive Bottles—p. 3</td>
<td>Discharge Bottles – p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State Change –p. 4</td>
<td>Large Quantity Bottle Discharge  – p. 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combine Bottles –p. 4</td>
<td>Other Menu Selections – p. 8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Logging into and accessing Breast Milk Management

1. **Scan** the patient’s ID band or bin label to start an action

- Scanning the patient’s ID band will allow you to access both Bridge functions: Blood Transfusions and Breast Milk Management. We will be focusing on Breast Milk Management.
Printing Labels

1. Select ‘Print Labels’ from Menu options
2. Toggle to the desired number of bottle labels you wish to print.
3. If there is a note or comment you wish to have on every bottle you may enter the comment (up to 25 charters)
4. Storage Bin labels are also printed from this location.
5. Select ‘Print’ after desired number of labels is selected.
6. Select the printer you wish the labels to print to. This can be done by selecting the printer from the list on the screen or by scanning the zebra barcode on the printer.

- When giving printed bottle labels to parents: Ask them to verify their infant’s name printed on the labels, to insure their baby’s safety.
Receive Bottles

1. Select ‘Receive Bottles’ from Menu options
2. Scan bottle label
3. Modify the date and time to match what the family recorded on the label (pumped date and time)

4. Select the proper Storage State in the drop down field
   a. Fresh: good for 96 hours
   b. Frozen: good for 3-6 months
   c. Thawed: good for 24 hours

5. Once the required information is entered select ‘Confirm’
6. Scan your next bottle or Select Exit

Receiving Breast Milk: Storage State Guidelines

1. Received Fresh milk
   a. Ask patient’s nurse if needed to keep Fresh or Frozen- This will be Storage State.
   b. If entered as Fresh place in REFRIGERATOR
   c. If entered as Frozen place in FREEZER
2. Received milk is thawing/”slushy.” No longer frozen- intentional or not
   a. Storage State is Thawed
   b. Collected time and date is current time (thawed time)
   c. Placed in refrigerator

As you scan the received bottles you can track them here.

Once ‘Confirmed’ you can scan the next bottle OR if all bottles are scanned you can ‘Exit’ this process.
**State Change**

If you move a bottle from the refrigerator to the freezer or you are ready to thaw a frozen bottle for administering, you must make this change in Breast Milk Management.

1. Select ‘State Change’ from the home screen
2. **Scan** bottle label
3. New label will print when you press ‘Exit’

**Combine Bottles**

Depending on the amount of milk the baby is requiring you may need to combine bottles to obtain the desired amount.

1. Select ‘Combine Bottles’ from Menu
2. **Scan** the bottles you are combining
3. Decide if you are going to combine to an existing bottle or if a new bottle will be needed. **Click** the decision point on the screen; this will tell the computer if a new label is needed.
4. **Select** to dispose of the ‘empty’ bottle

5. **Click ‘Prepare’** if Fortifiers are needed OR ‘Confirm’ if the bottle is ready to be administered
**Prepare Bottles**
If fortifier is needed prior to administration you will want to prepare this bottle and print a new label.

1. Select ‘Prepare Bottle’ from Menu
2. Scan bottle
3. Identify what actions are going to take place by clicking the appropriate boxes.
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   4. Click ‘Confirm’

**Administer Bottles**
You are at the patient’s bedside and are ready to feed this bottle to the baby.

1. Select ‘Administer Bottle’ from Menu
2. Scan Bottle
3. Click ‘Confirm’
4. Once all bottles that are to be administered have been scanned click ‘Exit’
**Discharge Bottles**

You should discharge the remaining bottles when the child is being discharged.

1. Select ‘Discharge Bottle’ from Menu
2. **Scan** the bottles
3. When all bottles have been scanned for discharge the *Bottles Available For Discharge* will be zero.
Large Quantity Bottle Discharge
This process maybe used when there is a large number of bottles being sent home with the patient.

1. Select **Milk Mgmt** in the upper right corner of the screen

2. Select **Available Patient Bottles**

3. Use drop down to find correct Unit.

4. Single click on the correct patient’s name.

5. Check the ‘Dispose All’ box

6. Log out or click **Back**
Other Menu Selections

Browse Bottle History

- This will allow you to see the scanning history of all bottles for the patient that was scanned into Breast Milk Management.
- Within Browse Bottle History you are able to filter the bottles you are searching by storage state and final status (if the bottle has been administered or not).
- You can also print a new bottle label within Bottle History

Bottle Count

- At a quick glance you are able to see how many bottles are Fresh, Frozen, and Thawed for the patient.